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ABSTRACT
Problem-solving has been recognized as a critical skill that students lack in the current education
system, due to the use of algorithmic questions in tests that can be simply memorized and solved
without conceptual understanding. Research on student problem-solving is needed to gain deeper
insight into how students are approaching problems and where they lack proficiency so that
instruction can help students gain a conceptual understanding of chemistry. The MAtCH
(methods, analogies, theory, context, how) model was recently developed from expert
explanations of their research and could be a valuable model to identify key components of
student problem-solving. This project will address the current gap in the literature of applying
the MAtCH model to student responses by first adapting the original definitions of MAtCH to
student problem-solving and then coding transcripts of students solving several open-ended
problems using these new definitions. The results of this study will discuss in detail the revisions
made to apply MAtCH definitions to student transcripts and give insight into the elements of
promoted and impeded student problem-solving under the MAtCH model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Educators in chemistry have noticed that their students lack a conceptual understanding
of the topics that they teach (Bodner, 2015). That is, students often display only a surface-level
understanding of chemistry concepts demonstrating their ability by solving basic, standard
algorithmic problems, that do not require an understanding of the chemical nature supposedly
being tested (Bodner, 2015). Ideally, students graduating with a bachelor’s in chemistry will
emerge as successful problem-solvers, where students can apply the conceptual knowledge they
have learned to novel environments and problems. However, current education systems
predominantly rely on algorithmic questions, or routine exercises, to test student proficiency. It is
concerning that students are able to display proficient understanding in chemistry topics simply
by memorizing algorithms for tests, without gaining a true conceptual understanding of chemical
phenomena. As a result, there has been increasing interest in understanding how students solve
problems, particularly how elements of student-problem solving can be analyzed to determine
where students are lacking proficiency.
Many models of problem-solving have been proposed over time to help identify what
constitutes a successful problem-solving approach used by experts versus an unsuccessful
problem-solving approach commonly employed by novices (Overton et al., 2013). These models
have been significant in education research to define the key elements of problem-solving and
possibly guide students towards adopting more successful problem-solving approaches.
Continuing research into problem-solving is also beneficial to help adapt educational spaces to
active learning and foster conceptual understanding in students (Adami, 2006; Williams &
Reddish, 2018; Domin, 1999).
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The MAtCH (methods, analogies, theory, context, and how) model has emerged as a
promising problem-solving model to analyze student responses. The original definitions of
MAtCH were created from expert explanations of their research, so there is a lack of research on
using this model in student responses (Jeffrey et al., 2018). This thesis will discuss how the
MAtCH model definitions can be revised and used in the context of student problem-solving, as
well as how MAtCH model analysis can determine successful and unsuccessful problem-solving
elements.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
For quite some time now, researchers have found that chemistry students tend to be novice
problem solvers, even those students who might typically be considered successful in the
classroom - such as students with good grades or graduate students (Bodner & Herron, 2002). In
chemistry courses, students tend to be tasked with solving routine exercises and memorizing
algorithms for homework assignments and tests. Therefore, when given a novel problem that
requires more conceptual thinking than simply plugging-and-chugging formulas, students as a
whole tend to perform drastically worse (Bodner, 2015; Mason et al., 1997; Nurrenbern &
Pickering, 1987). Most chemistry exam questions only require shallow memorization of an
algorithm in order to get to the correct answer, becoming not novel problems to test conceptual
understanding and application, but simple, routine exercises that can be solved without
understanding the chemistry behind the problem.
With this in mind, this review aims to discuss how the literature reports on 1) the use of
different pedagogies in chemistry education to improve student success with problem-solving 2)
the various models used to analyze and organize components of problem-solving and 3) the
research related to the components of the MAtCH model. Addressing these topics will highlight
the current developments in problem-solving research and provide the background necessary to
identify how the MAtCH model can be applied to student problem-solving.
2.1. Problem-solving in the Classroom
In response to the lack of student conceptual understanding, educators have begun to adopt
more active pedagogies, such as problem-based learning (PBL), course-based undergraduate
research experiences (CUREs), and inquiry-based learning in both chemistry labs or classroom
3

settings. Instead of providing step-by-step instructions for students to follow, students can exercise
their decision making and problem-solving skills with independent projects that start building their
conceptual understanding and expertise in problem-solving. During a PBL curriculum, students
learn and apply skills (such as independent research, experimental methods) to propose ideas and
analyze real-life data (Adami, 2006; Belt et al., 2002; Ram, 1999). In a CURE curriculum, students
learn from performing authentic research, by overcoming obstacles, accepting greater
responsibility, and engaging in scientific practices (Corwin et al., 2015; Williams & Reddish,
2018). Lastly, in an inquiry-based learning curriculum, students are given a general assignment
and are allowed to investigate and create a problem that they can then solve (Domin, 1999). While
the three pedagogies listed above have different approaches, they ultimately share a common goal
of promoting problem-solving among students by helping students think more like scientists, apply
their knowledge to new situations, and increase student independence while they are learning in
the classroom or lab.
According to Hayes, “whenever there is a gap between where you are now and where you
want to be, and you [do not] know how to find a way to cross that gap, you have a problem”
(Hayes, 1989, p. i). Problem types can be organized on a spectrum, with routine exercises and
novel problems marking the two extremes (Bodner, 2015). Routine exercises are familiar and easy
to solve by using algorithms, which constitutes applying a fixed set of steps to a problem. On the
other hand, novel problems are unfamiliar and need more complex and conceptual thought to solve
them, requiring the student to use a problem-solving, or heuristic strategy to find meaning within
the problem.
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2.2. Models Related to Problem-Solving
Several models have been developed to better organize the different aspects of problems
and problem-solving. These models can be divided into three main purposes: 1) classifying
problems, 2) approaching problem-solving, and 3) identifying components of problem-solving.
Classifying problems is simply organizing different problem types. Models that approach ways
of problem-solving outline the steps of a problem-solving process, which can be taught and
followed by a problem-solver. Lastly, models that identify components of problem-solving
analyze the responses of problem-solvers and identifies characteristics of those responses that
may lead to the determination of expertise.
2.2.1. A Model for Classifying Problems

.

Bloom’s Taxonomy is commonly used to model the different types of cognitive learning
in a hierarchical method (Adams, 2015). Bloom’s Taxonomy is a hierarchy of problem
complexity and describes the identity of the problem. There are three different versions of
Bloom’s Taxonomy, in order of revision: the original, revised, and T-shaped (Figure 1) (Adams,
2015). All three models share the same bottom three levels: remember, which is just recalling
basic facts or concepts, next is understand, which is explaining ideas, and on top is apply, which
is using information in new situations (Adams, 2015). The differences stem from the upper three
tiers, which are: analyze, which is drawing connections among ideas, evaluate, which is
justifying a stance or decision, and create, which is producing new or original work (Adams,
2015). The original model puts these three in the order of analyze, create, and evaluate.
However, the revised taxonomy switches the order of create and evaluate, so that create is at the
top of the pyramid, and the T-shaped taxonomy puts create, evaluate, and analyze at the same
5

level at the top of the hierarchy (Adams, 2015). Bloom’s Taxonomy is limited in usefulness as it
is a very simplified model. For early career instructors, Bloom’s Taxonomy can be a helpful tool
to understand the basic processes and hierarchies illustrated in the model, but the strict hierarchy
of the model is too simple to work with in further education research, so it is limited in
usefulness for the research project proposed.

Figure 1. Original, Revised, and T-shaped Bloom's Taxonomy
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2.2.2. Models Describing Problem-Solving Approaches
Problem-solving approaches consist of the methods and processes applied to figure out the
solutions to a problem, with more complex problems requiring more complex methods and
processes. Several problem-solving models have been proposed over the years to analyze student
explanations and reasoning. The earliest model proposed by Polya (1945), involved the four steps:
understand the problem, devise a plan, carry out the plan, and reflect on the answer and problemsolving methods.

Figure 2. Diagram of Polya's Four Principles

Polya’s (1945) model was devised because many students had difficulties fully
understanding the problems, they were trying to solve in the first place. This model was originally
developed for teachers to ask these guiding questions to the students, but it also gives several
checkpoints or steps that students can follow themselves to make sure they thoroughly understood
and solved the problem.
Another problem-solving model is the anarchistic model, which follows how successful
problem-solvers often work on problems in a cyclical way, reflecting and changing their
approaches as they go rather than following a linear progression of steps (Bodner, 2015; Figure 3)
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Figure 3. Diagram of the Anarchistic Model

The anarchistic model builds on Polya’s model, which assumes that the student solves the
problem correctly on the first try. On the other hand, the anarchistic model represents a more
realistic way of solving problems, where the student may try several methods and finally get the
problem correct through trial-and-error. This model is a cyclic way of problem-solving, which is
also very representative of how research is done with the testing and repeating of approaches.
A third problem-solving model comes from the work of John Dewey and others, labeled
as Model I (Dewey, 1933; Merwin, 1997; Figure 4). This model frames problem-solving not as a
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formula, but rather a student inquiry (Merwin, 1997). Since Model I uses the scientific model to
solve problems, it is common in traditional science labs and research. Model II is another
problem-solving model derived from the work of Hilda Taba and others (Taba et al., 1971;
Merwin, 1997; Figure 4). Unlike Model I, which gives students a problem and lets them work
through the steps of solving it, Model II gives a solution to the problem or a similar problem and
lets the students analyze it. Model II is more open-ended and allows for more creative thinking
and would be well suited for the humanities (such as anthropology) because of its focus on
forming observations from the data rather than creating and testing a hypothesis.

Figure 4. Diagram of the Problem-Solving Steps in Model I (Dewey) and Model II (Taba)
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2.2.3. Ways to Identify Components of Problem-Solving
Successful problem-solvers can apply their conceptual understanding in a multitude of
ways to work out unfamiliar problems or problems that are lacking data (Overton et al., 2013).
However, unsuccessful problem-solvers are unable to do so, instead taking unhelpful,
unscientific, and unstructured approaches that have little success (Overton et al., 2013).
Unsuccessful problem-solvers often lack conceptual understanding of the topic, making it harder
for them to understand what the problem is asking, especially for problems that require the
student to make estimations for lack of data. These problem-solvers have been divided into two
groups: experts (those who are successful at problem-solving) and novices (those who are
unsuccessful at problem-solving) (Overton et al., 2013). Toulmin’s model of argumentation is
one way to identify novice versus expert problem-solvers. The model does this by analyzing the
components of an argument provided by the novice or expert to support a claim (Figure 5)
(Toulmin, 1958).
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Figure 5. Diagram of Toulmin’s Model of Argument

The model starts with the statement being argued, or the claim (Toulmin, 1958). The
grounds of the argument then support the claim with evidence and facts, with a warrant linking
this data to the claim (Toulmin, 1958). Backing may provide additional support to the warrant,
while a qualifier shows the claim is not true in all cases (Toulmin, 1958). A rebuttal
acknowledges the other viewpoint of the argument (Toulmin, 1958). Key components of the
argumentation model listed above would be missing in a novice problem-solver’s argument. On
the other hand, an expert problem-solver is likely to incorporate most, or all of the components
mentioned above in order to further their claim, as it shows a deep understanding of the material
and ability to transfer previous knowledge to new situations. So, by examining how an argument
11

is crafted and identifying the components present or not present in the argument, we can
determine whether the respondent is at a novice level of problem-solving or an expert-level of
problem-solving.
Another model that could be used to evaluate student problem-solving success is the CRM
(conceptual, reasoning, and mode of representation) model (Schönborn & Anderson, 2008). The
conceptual component is the prior understanding and knowledge that a student has before engaging
with the problem (Schönborn & Anderson, 2008). The reasoning factor is the cognitive process a
student goes through when deciphering the problem (Schönborn & Anderson, 2008). The
representation mode factor captures all external characteristics of the problem, such as visual
features such as color, diagrams, icons, etc. (Schönborn & Anderson, 2009).

Figure 6. Diagram of the CRM Model
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From these three factors, several combinations emerge that can be useful for characterizing
ones problem-solving. The first is the interactive factor (R-C), which is the cognitive process when
a student interacts with their existing knowledge, whether it be by improving/modifying the
information or retrieving/processing it (Schönborn & Anderson, 2008). The R-M interactive factor
defines how a student deciphers and reasons about the problem’s graphical features, such as
recognizing patterns in shape or color (Schönborn & Anderson, 2008). The C-M interactive factor
defines the conceptual knowledge the problem represents or symbolizes, such as information
gathered from captions and surrounding text of the figures (Schönborn & Anderson, 2008). Lastly,
the C-R-M interactive factor refers to the ability of a student to interpret a problem successfully
and be able to learn from the problem using all factors of the model (Schönborn & Anderson,
2008).
MAtCH is a new model that evolved from the MACH model, and it is used to understand
expert explanations of their research (Trujillo et al., 2015; Jeffery et al., 2018; Figure 7). For
example, in methods, a student may follow an experiment protocol (procedure), use a microscope
to look at cells (tools), and gather measurements of the physical properties of the cell (data; Trujillo
et al., 2015). An example of an analogy is a student comparing the mitochondria of the cell to a
powerplant (as both generating energy to fuel work) to help understand the functions of a cell
(Trujillo et al., 2015). The theory was only recently introduced to mediate the other components
of MACH and explains how the experts’ theoretical knowledge served as a foundation for more
complex problem-solving to take place (Jeffery et al., 2018). For context, an example is gathering
data about a human disease can help prevent future spread and help treat those who are currently
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sick (Trujillo et al., 2015). Lastly, an example of how may be that when proteins are
phosphorylated, enzyme activity is upregulated or downregulated (Trujillo et al., 2015). The

Figure 7. Diagram of the MAtCH Model

MAtCH model may be operationalized for problem-solving by labeling parts of student
explanations and problem-solving thought processes with the terms listed above. For example, a
student might make an approximation by comparing the problem’s situation to a real-life
experience, which would fall under the analogy part of the MAtCH model.
The components of the MAtCH model were designed from expert explanations of their
research to serve as a framework to evaluate student responses and help novice problem-solvers
generate responses more similar to those of experts (Jeffery et al., 2018). Expert responses would
include extensive details of methods, analogies, context, and how to help support a cohesive and
strong explanation for a problem, while a novice response may be strong in some areas but lacking
in others (Jeffery et al., 2018). Novice problem-solvers had areas of weakness in finding
14

relationships, forming connections, and determining applications of the information, as well as
forming techniques to test their solution, which manifested in their responses. The main weakness
of novice responses when evaluated with this model were their methods section compared to the
experts, most likely due to the heavy research backgrounds of the experts (Trujillo et al., 2016).
When given questions on biological mechanisms, the novices were not used to including methods
into their explanations, instead focusing more on the theories and information taught to them in
class (Trujillo et al., 2016). On the other hand, the experts’ experience in designing experiments
and understanding the applications of different biological techniques allowed them to have well
fleshed out methods sections, including multiple approaches and weighing the strengths and
weaknesses of each (Trujillo et al., 2015).
The ability of respondents to draw connections among similar pieces of information and
understand new information by relating it to pre-existing knowledge was one weakness of novice
problem-solvers mentioned above, and this is shown in the analogies section of the model. Novice
problem-solvers have difficulty forming these links among different topics due to their struggles
with microscopic level knowledge and using several levels of knowledge in their explanations
(Heyworth, 1999). Their explanations will lack the use of models, metaphors, similes, or narrative
forms to understand the information given (Trujillo et al., 2016). This weakness also has significant
impacts on the theory component of the model, as theory plays a foundational role in constructing
responses to problems (Jeffery et al., 2018). In experts, the theory component ties in the methods,
analogies, context, and how and allows them to easily transfer the discussion from one component
to the next (Jeffery et al., 2018). The big picture scientific models and explanations that form the
theoretical knowledge of experts mediate the other components of the model and support their
explanations (Jeffery et al., 2018). With novice responses, the theory component highlights a lack
15

of conceptual understanding in the topic, as they do not have full understanding of the theoretical
knowledge to interpret and create external representations, understand the problem, and support
their explanations (Jeffery et al., 2018). The context component, which connects the explanation
of the problem to a biological (such as the functions of a hormone in the body) or social concern
(such as how disease spreads), also falls under this weakness (Trujillo et al., 2016). Expert
problem-solvers will be able to understand the importance of the problem and applications of their
solution, such as for disease or other health issues, connecting the problem to external issues, which
shows a higher order thinking that is not present in novices (Trujillo et al., 2016). The how (H)
component of the MAtCH model describes of component interactions at molecular, microscopic,
and macroscopic levels and their effects on state (such as modifications or confirmations),
activities (which occur from state changes, such as phosphorylating proteins), and organization
(levels of timing and order, such as rate, frequency, or causal relationships) over time (Trujillo et
al., 2016) Novice problem-solvers may have less exposure to questions asking for these
relationships, so their responses tend to lack in descriptions of causal relationships (Abrams et al.,
2001). Novice explanations also fail to differ between causal mechanistic explanations and
explanations that describe biological changes (Abrams et al., 2001). For example, when discussing
why an animal’s fur turns white in the winter, novice problem-solvers were able to explain that
the fur helped the animal camouflage in the snow but did not discuss the evolutionary mechanisms
that caused the trait in the animal (Abrams et al., 2001). Biologists, and other expert problemsolvers, did go into this detail and addressed in detail the complex interactions, causes, and effects
of various physical characteristics that are observed (Abrams et al., 2001).
2.3. Research Related to MAtCH

16
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Other research may not have explicitly mentioned the MAtCH model within the paper, but
they discuss a key component of the model and are still beneficial for understanding the
applications of MAtCH components and differences between experts and novices. Many papers
have discussed the importance of using methods, analogies, etc. in solving problems and compared
expert and novice work, but their definitions may have varied based on the discipline and the
approaches students used to solve their specific problems. For example, physics education and
programming education research discusses the importance of students using analogies when
solving conceptual problems (Dalby et al., 1986; Huffman, 1997). The analogy definitions used in
their research were slightly different from those mentioned in Jeffrey et al. or Trujillo et al. as it
fit a physics perspective, such as placing a greater focus on the benefits of constructing
representations to conceptually understand topics. Especially in physics, drawing models to
represent forces was a very useful tool for successful problem-solving. Including this analogy
component helped students organize the problem’s information and arrive at an answer, and was
a key difference between expert and novice problem solvers (Huffman, 1997). Other fields, such
as engineering or mathematics education research, focused on method components in student
problem solving, but had more significance on the use of approximations and calculations in their
definitions of method (Bestgen et al., 1980; Carpenter et al., 1976; Kothival & Murthy, 2018;
Linder & Flowers, 2001). For instance, mathematics problems would have the method components
generally as calculations and knowing how to manipulate and use certain formulas when required.
The successful application of the methods component was important for successful problem
solving (Bestgen et al., 1980). Within the chemistry field, there is also much discussion about the
importance of methods for successful problem solving. Specifically, some key parts of the method
component include correctly remembering and using previous knowledge, appropriate planning,
17

and understanding any diagrams or data provided in the question (Cartrette & Bodner, 2009;
Gilbert, 1980; Reid & Yang, 2002). The general ideas of analogy and method were still preserved
in the modified definitions, just slightly adapted for a different research background. The
information from these papers about expert novice differences and the impacts of the education
system on student problem solving may help answer the gap in literature of applying the MAtCH
model in student discourse. Further research is needed on the applications of the MAtCH model
to student responses in order to ultimately employ this problem-solving model to foster conceptual
understanding among students in chemistry.

18

3. GOALS OF THIS PROJECT
This project seeks to better understand how the MAtCH model can be applied to analyze problemsolving in student interview transcripts (RQ1). The results from coding the interview transcripts
will also hopefully begin to answer what the elements of student discourse are that show a
promotion or impedance of problem-solving among students, as analyzed by the MAtCH model
(RQ2).
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4. METHODS
4.1. Conceptual Framework
For this project, phenomenography will be the theoretical framework, with the MAtCH
model as a complementary framework. Phenomenography is defined as describing how people
interpret phenomenon in the world (Marton, 1986). Rather than observing reality,
phenomenography can help inform us of people’s various perceptions and shared experiences of
that reality (Bodner & Marykay Orgill, 2007). Phenomenography aligns well with this study, as
the data collected are student think aloud interviews. By carefully analyzing the transcripts of the
student interviews, we are examining student perspectives of problem-solving, which could
provide valuable information to help build student problem-solving expertise.
Phenomenography is an extremely broad framework, so this study has chosen the
MAtCH model as one way to analyze the student interview transcripts mentioned in the
paragraph above. The MAtCH model was recently developed from the older MACH model, and
it stands for methods, analogy, theory, context, and how (Jeffrey et al., 2018). Each of these
terms is an important component of expert discussions of their research (Jeffery et al., 2018).
This model will be used to evaluate the responses students gave during their interviews so
common themes and variations in student perceptions can be identified. MAtCH will serve as an
analytical framework that helps describe student problem-solving, which is complementary to
phenomenography. The results of applying the MAtCH model to examine student discourse will
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help us understand student perceptions while solving problems, and in the future, help students to
experience problem-solving similarly to experts in the field.

4.2. Problem-solving Tasks
In this project, 22 undergraduates were given open-ended problems to solve and their
problem-solving was recorded. The interviewer explained the study procedure to each of the
participants and asked if they gave informed consent to continue. A LiveScribe device was used
to record the interview audio, with the interviewer clearly showing when the recording starts and
ends. The problems given were: 1) How many toilets do you need at a music festival? 2) How far
does a car travel before a one atom layer is worn off the tyres? and 3) What is the mass of the
Earth’s atmosphere? Question 1 was a general open-ended question, but questions 2 and 3
demanded more scientific knowledge from the participants. The participant will have 16 minutes
to answer each of the three problems and can also ask for the interviewer for additional
information to help solve the problem, although the interviewer may or may not have the piece
of information they request. The interviewer also avoided leading the participant towards or
away from any method to solve the problem. At the end of the interview, the interviewer will
explain to the participants what their data will be used for in the study and give each participant a
transcript of their interview.
4.3. Recruiting Participants
The participants in this study came from two first-year science classes at a large research
university in midwestern United States. The two classes were: General Chemistry for non-
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chemistry majors (GenChem 1, CHM 115) and General Physics for non-physics majors
(GenPhys1, PYS145). Any chemistry majors in the physics class or any physics majors in the
chemistry class were excluded from the study. Participants were recruited through emails,
announcements through the online interfaces, and announcements in person during class time.
The participants volunteered to take part of the study and were not refused participation for
academic performance, age, gender, or whether they declared their major or not. Most of the
participants had little experience with solving open-ended problems before the study.
4.4. Data Collection
Participant approaches were recorded using a think aloud protocol, which is the
participant narrating their thought process as they work through the problem. The participant
interviews were then transcribed verbatim. In this project, participant interview transcripts will
be the primary type of data analyzed.
4.5. Methods
To answer the research questions posed above, the Methods and Analogies codes will be
revisited and applied to the participant transcripts, and then the theory, Context, and How codes
will have their definitions adapted, revised, and applied to the participant transcripts as well
(Figure 8). Throughout this process, the coding was reviewed and examined for similarities.
Once all of the coding is finished, they were examined for common themes and how they can be
related to the research questions, which was be built into the first thesis draft. The committee and
thesis editor will review the thesis draft and revisions will continuously be made until the
submission and defense of the thesis.
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Figure 8. Proposed Methods Flowchart

4.5.1. Reading and Applications of Jeffery et al. Definitions for MAtCH components
After reading the participant interviews, it was realized that the Jeffery et al. definitions
of the MAtCH model components would need to be adapted to code the transcripts, as they were
made for different circumstances. The data for this project came from transcripts of participants
solving open-ended chemistry problems, but the Jeffery et al. definitions were formed from
biology expert discussions about their research. For example, the Jeffery et al. definition of
methods centers around research methods and techniques (such as using a microscope or
swabbing bacteria to collect data), while our participant transcripts focused on methods of
problem-solving, or the process the participants took to arrive at their answer. While the basic
concept of each MAtCH component is still similar, there are differences in wording to tailor the
definitions to the participant responses in the interview.
4.5.2. Adapt and Revise Definitions
To better fit the specific participant responses, the MAtCH model definitions would need
to be revised from the original Jeffery et al. definitions. Methods and analogy were selected as a
pilot test to go through the definition revision process. Initial revisions were made after reading
the transcripts, and then the definitions were applied to the transcripts by highlighting in sections
where participant responses closely matched the component of the MAtCH model. Several
people applied the same definitions to the transcript for inter-rater reliability, and to test if the
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revised definitions could be reliably and repeatedly used to identify methods and analogies in the
transcripts. The definitions for methods and analogy were then evaluated, revised, and applied to
the transcripts again. The cyclic process of adapting and revising definitions repeated several
times until the methods and analogy definitions were satisfactory. The rest of the MAtCH model
definitions were also revised and placed in a table with examples of each component in the
participant transcripts and the original Jeffery et al. definitions. The results of the table and the
process of adapting and revising definitions will help us understand how the MAtCH model can
be applied to analyze problem-solving in participant interview transcripts (RQ1).
4.5.3. Coding Transcripts
Once all of the definitions of the MAtCH model are revised, coding of the documents
was done by highlighting participant responses for each of the components in the MAtCH model
separately, and then the codes were linked together for any overarching themes among
participant responses. A sequence of MAtCH codes was created for each participant to track the
order of the codes as the participants worked on the open-ended problems, which could help us
identify any patterns in the coding by grouping together participants with similar code strings.
Repeating sequences of codes could help identify how participants are approaching and solving
problems, which could begin to answer what elements of discourse show a promotion or
impedance of problem-solving, as analyzed by the MAtCH model (RQ2).
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As discussed above, the initial coding was conducted to adapt the MAtCH definitions for
problem-solving tasks. The results from this initial coding of the methods and analogies
components of MAtCH are presented below: adapted definitions (Table 1) and examples from
the participant transcripts (Table 2).
For the Methods component, the Trujillo et al. (2016) and Jeffrey et al. (2018) definitions
focus largely on physical methods, such as techniques in the lab or using instruments to collect
data. As the Jeffrey et al. (2018) definition states, methods is “… the experimental procedures,
techniques, or instruments used to generate data that inform the explanation” (Table 1). Although
the general idea of methods is the same, there are specific differences in our definition versus the
Trujillo et al. (2016) or Jeffrey et al. (2018) definition. Our adapted methods definition focuses
more on the problem-solving techniques participants utilized while solving the open-ended
problems. This includes determining and discussing approximations, how to apply the data given
in the problem, and what calculations or formulas to use. A common example was that many of
the students in the transcripts estimated a reasonable value when information was not provided to
them from the interviewer. For instance, participant 8 responded to a question of how many
bathrooms were required for a music festival by stating, “I would start with one toilet for every
20 people” (Table 2). The Jeffrey et al. (2018) definition of method only vaguely classifies the
above method as a procedure to generate data, so it was too broad of a definition for our
purposes. The methods definition would need to be made more specific by discussing explicitly
the use of approximations as it was such a common methodology among the students. The
Jeffrey et al. (2018) definitions focused more on experimental procedures and lab techniques
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because their method definitions were developed from discussions about expert research.
However, our applications were for student problem solving and the problems given required
knowledge and application of chemistry concepts and formulas. Therefore, the original method
definition underwent several cycles of modification and coding to the student transcripts until the
definition of method matched the method used by students in the transcripts.
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Table 1. Revised MAtCH Component Definitions Compared with Trujillo et al. (2016) Definitions and Jeffrey et al. (2018) Definitions
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Table 2. Examples of MAtCH applications in student transcripts to better understand how students generally used each MAtCH component in their problemsolving processes
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In the MACH (Trujillo et al., 2016) and MAtCH (Jeffrey et al., 2018) models’ definitions
for analogies discussed the use of formal analogies, models, representations, and narrative forms.
While the general idea of analogy is similar between our definition and the Trujillo et al. (2016)
or Jeffery et al. (2018) definitions, there are several key differences. For example, our definition
for analogy elaborates more on the definition components (e.g., sketches and graphs as types of
models) and adds the use of comparing prior experiences to the problem in order to fill in
missing information and solve for the answer, which is a newly articulated use for analogy
compared to the Trujillo et al. (2016) and Jeffrey et al. (2018) definitions. The prior experiences
were one of the most common applications of analogy among the student transcripts, for
example Participant 15 states, “I’m trying to remember off the base of what my parents did…I
think we replaced them two, three years” (Table 2). With how often this application of analogy
is used in the student transcripts, the analogy definitions were not specific enough to match the
component use of the students. Similar to the method components, the way analogy was used in
our student transcripts versus the Trujillo et al. and Jeffrey et al. situations was different, and the
definitions needed to be revised to reflect that difference in student applications.
Examples of how participants were applying the MAtCH model in different ways as a
part of their problem-solving approach is highlighted in Table 2. The quote by participant 1
(Table 1) was coded as methods because the participant explicitly stated the calculations and
formula they used to solve the problem, with their reasoning. Participant 1 determined that the
question was asking for mass and used a suitable procedure (volume multiplied by density) based
on the information already given or solved for (volume). An example of using analogy is shown
by participant 15’s approach to solving the question of how far a car travels before 1 atom layer
is removed (Table 1). Participant 15’s response was coded as analogy because the participant
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compared the situation their past experiences. The participant approximated the number of miles
it took for their parents’ tires to become bald in order to estimate information that was not
provided in the question.
5.1. Method Component
The method component of the MAtCH model describes how tools, data, or procedures
are applied to generate an explanation for the problem. In the student transcripts, the majority of
methods utilized were numerical calculations and value approximations, but the way methods
were used by participants varied depending on the question asked. For example, the first question
asks how many toilets are required at a music festival, without giving equations or formulas to
help the students determine an exact number of bathrooms. Many of the participants answered
the problem by simply estimating a reasonable number. As participant 8 stated, “…I would start
with one toilet for every 20 people…It was a general estimate that I felt was reasonable.” On the
other hand, the third question asks what is the mass of the Earth’s atmosphere? Therefore, it is
reasonable that the participants changed their methods to have a more numerical approach,
asking for the Earth’s radius, elemental composition, and utilizing volume formulas and
conversions to solve the problem. For instance, participant 1 stated, “We have volume and we
want mass so we need to multiply by density.” Methods was by far the most coded component of
the model, as all of the participants surveyed utilized some type of methodology to arrive at an
answer. For numerical calculations and other method reasoning, participants mostly used this
component reflexively, meaning that they used method components in their solution without any
external issues pushing them to adopt this practice. The methods component may be the one
most familiar to participants, as the calculations and reasoning are what is traditionally taught
when solving problems (Ruscio & Amabile, 1999; Phelps, 1996). However, the use of
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approximations was more reactive, meaning that participants tended to only use approximations
when the interviewer would not provide them with further information. Many participants
preferred to first ask the interviewer for information and then approximate as a last resort, with
some even choosing not to finish the problem due to the lack of information. This may indicate
that approximations and having students estimate values to use in problems is not very familiar
in their education and thus students are not comfortable with approximating information
(Kothiyal & Murthy, 2018; Carpenter, Coburn, Reys, Wilson, 1976; Linder & Flowers, 2001;
Raviv et al., 2016; Bestgen et al., 1980). For example, participant 15 responded to the second
question about how far a car travels before 1 atom layer is removed from the tire as follows,
“This is going into things that I don't really know how to estimate.” However, after not being
given any additional information, participant 15 begins to think about their past experiences with
their tires and approximating information from there. Although the participant didn’t
immediately know how to approximate the values they needed, they shifted to the analogy aspect
of the MAtCH model to help them find crucial information to solving the problem. While the
methods component seemed to be the most familiar to participants and formed the bulk or
sometimes the entirety of the student explanations, it seems that there are still certain methods
that students struggle to apply to these questions. Being comfortable with many different
methods for different types of questions is important for students to craft a more structured
solution with flexibility in their problem-solving, similar to expert-level problem solvers (Star &
Rittle-Jonson, 2008).
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5.2. Analogy Component
The analogy component is the use of knowledge and past experiences to understand a
problem by using formal analogies, models (representations, diagrams, graphs, sketches, etc.), or
narrative forms (teleological and anthropomorphic statements). Participants often use the
analogy component to compare the situation presented in the problem with their prior
experiences, distinct from simply forming an approximation with no further elaboration. Many
students gave estimations for values that were not provided to them, but they didn’t discuss their
life experiences as a reasonable guide for their approximated values. Instead of justifying their
approximations, students would just give a number and move on with solving the problem. For
example, participant 15 states in response to how far a car travels before one atom layer is
removed from the tire, “I’m trying to remember off the base of what my parents did…I think we
replaced them two, three years.” Another example is participant 19; when answering how many
toilets are required at a music festival, participant 19 stated, “Alright, let’s have something to
compare it with, let’s say like math recitation. Math recitation has like 140 students. For 40
students we have what one bathroom.” Analogy codes were most often found sandwiched
between the method components usually before approximations were made. Participants would
begin reasoning through the problem and identifying information needed to generate a solution.
After asking the interviewer for that information and not being given it, the participants would
then start thinking of specific experiences in their past that could help them make a reasonable
estimate. Once the approximation was established, the student would then be able to continue on
with their problem-solving approach. While making approximations was very common among
participant explanations, the analogy code was not. Many students simply came up with an
approximation on the spot without discussing any past experiences that informed the accuracy of
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the approximation. Participants used diagrams, models, and sketches even less, with many
students skipping straight to numerical calculations even in cases where a diagram would be
helpful (such as the third question, finding the mass of Earth’s atmosphere). A rare example of
diagram use is participant 17’s response to the third question, “Lets, see the height of the
atmosphere, or I'm gonna actually draw diagrams. You got Earth, and the atmosphere…” This
contrasts with participant 6, who did not use diagrams for the same question, “So, we would
have ... I guess there's a lot of things I could find just … to like, end up with the unit of mass, is
honestly ... I'm stuck. Okay. So ...” There is clear benefit for using diagrams and models for
these questions (Chu et al., 2017; Mayer, 1989) but many participants did not use them possibly
due to lack of familiarity with drawing models and unwillingness to change how they typically
approach problems (Foster, 2000; VanLehn et al., 2004; Mataka et al., 2014). In the above
example, the participant that drew diagrams was able to clearly arrive at a solution, while the
participant that did not use diagrams became confused and eventually ran out of time without
giving a definite answer. Even for the participants that did compare the problem to their past
experiences or employed diagrams in their answers, most of the time was analogies were used
reflexively when the interviewer would not provide the needed information upfront. This
demonstrates that even students who are branching out into other components of MAtCH in their
solutions prefer not to use analogies, again mostly due to inexperience of using analogies and
still being a novice problem solver lacking planning and full understanding of the problem
(Huffman, 1997; Dalby et al., 1986; Eylon & Linn, 1998). The use of analogy in student
explanations is beneficial in supporting the problem-solving approach and allows students to
organize information from the problem, reducing their uncertainty (Chan et al., 2012). Students
would likely find that using analogies (whether using past experiences or models and other
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narratives) more helpful for solving problems and would be closer to expert problem solving
(Clement, J.J, 1998).
5.3. Theory Component
Theory is the use of previously established ideas, formulas, laws, or other knowledge to
rationalize and explain problem solving. The main factor that separates theory from methods or
analogies is the reference to specific scientific information that is engrained in the field (such as
common constants or formulas). Theory is coded whenever the student recites this scientific
information, so it may be used to progress the method component of the problem, but it is still
distinct from the other components. In the participant transcripts, theory was most often utilized
in the form of formulas. For example, in the third question (which asked What is the mass of the
Earth’s atmosphere), most participants recalled the formula for a sphere’s volume to solve for the
Earth’s volume. Participant 18 states, “So for a sphere the volume should be 4/3 pi R cubed.”
Theory was also used in student transcripts when remembering constants or other important
values, such as Avogadro’s number or unit conversions. For example, Participant 23 states,
“…well, nanometer is x10 to the negative third, that’s good. Nanometer is a million meters.”
Theory components were often used during heavy numerical calculations to solutions, so like
analogy, theory is often sandwiched between method codes. While theory was not as prevalent as
some other components of the MAtCH model, it is nonetheless essential to progress towards a
problem solution, especially for math-heavy problems that may depend more on formulas,
constants, etc. For example, in question 3 about the mass of the Earth’s atmosphere, it would be
quite hard to finish the problem without knowing the formula for a sphere. The level of
conceptual knowledge individuals have gives them a crucial advantage in successfully solving
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the problem; those who have higher knowledge will easily grasp what theory components they
need and recall them, while those who do not will struggle through the problem even if they
know what types of information they need. This may explain why, like the calculations in the
methods component, the theory component was largely reflexive in participants use. Participants
employed formulas or other scientific knowledge naturally in the course of solving the problems,
without any lack of information or other initiators catalyzing its use. This supports the idea that
calculation-based or formula-based problems are familiar and commonly used by students, but
this can also be detrimental if students begin to rely too heavily on this method and do not adapt
to different problem types. Previous research has shown that overwhelmingly students preferred
to rely on familiar algorithmic problem-solving processes, even when the methods were
ineffective and successful models were shown to them (Bunce & Heikken, 1986; Gabel et al.,
1984; Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993). While reflexive use does demonstrate familiarity and a level
of mastery with a certain component, this could also be a flag for overreliance on one strategy.
5.4. Context Component
The MAtCH model component of context relates back to the problem being asked, by
restating key information or understanding how parts of the solution relate to the problem.
Participants usually used the context component in two ways: either they used it in
rewording/reframing the problem, or they used it to evaluate the reasonableness of their
solution’s. In the first scenario, the participants reframed the problem being asked so they can
restate the most important elements of the problem and then address them directly. For example,
participant 5 responded to the second question (how far does a car travel before one atom layer is
removed from the tire?) as the following, “Atom layer, so how much of this is gonna be worn
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away every single time it goes around and I need to figure out how to solve for that.” This is not
simply repeating the question aloud, but instead figuring out what information the question is
asking for and framing it to be understood more easily. Unsurprisingly, the reframing of the
question occurs mostly at the beginning of the solution before any other strategy has begun. The
second scenario for context is more common than the first, and usually occurs, after the
participant has reached their answer. This manifests as the participant evaluating the
reasonableness of their answer and relating their solution back to the principal problem being
given. An example of this is participant 22 evaluating their answer to the second question, “Eight
point four…point four, three, seven, five times tenth the minus. That’s a really small number.
But then again atoms are pretty small things.” It is significant that the student is going back and
evaluating how reasonable their answer is so that these students are confident in the solutions
they are putting out and that they have a solid background to support their process of problemsolving. Using context was uncommon among students, which is concerning as students may not
be understanding the problem fully or evaluating their answer in their haste to finish the problem.
The few participants that applied context mostly evaluated their answers reactively, or when their
solution had several faults that pushed them to reexamine their problem-solving. However, these
participants who reframed the problem or evaluated their solution’s reasonableness seemed to be
comfortable and familiar with questioning their own methods and reevaluating their answers,
even if it was initiated by an external situation. The rarity of context components in the overall
group of participant responses may indicate that the few participants mentioned above may have
internalized the process of rewording questions and evaluating answers in their normal problemsolving. It may be helpful to identify how these students became familiar with using context
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components in their problem-solving and internalized it in their future processes, so that other
students may be able to do the same.
5.5. How Component
The how component explicitly states why and how to do a particular step to solve the
problem. In the participant transcripts, the how component was used mostly to justify
assumptions/reasoning and was commonly found as “because” type statements. For example, as
participant 4 stated, “We get 8.686 times 10 to the 24th grams of atmosphere. That’s not real
realistic because it’s grams.” In this statement, the participant states a claim (that the answer is
not very realistic) and follows up with a because statement to explain how they justified their
claim and why they brought up that step of the problem. This can be compared with participant
8, who responded to the first question of how many toilets are required at a music festival as, “So
that would be 100 toilets.” and when questioned about how he reached this answer responded, “It
was a general estimate that I felt was reasonable.” While participant 4 gave justification for their
assumptions, participant 8 simply approximated the number of toilets without providing any how
statements to back up their claims. The how component was commonly found after such
justifications or approximations, so how codes were usually located near methods codes or
context codes. Out of all the components of the MATCH model, the how code was the most
rarely coded, which is concerning as it shows students are not clearly supporting their claims
with evidence. Many students did not have any how codes in their explanations, which could
mean that there is a majority of students not thinking about justifying their claims and
explanations when solving problems. Therefore, a lack of how could lead to a poorly structured
or explained solution to the problem. Continuing from the example of participant 8 mentioned
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above, there was a lack of how component when explaining their approximation of toilets for the
answer. This led to an answer that was really only a solution with not reasoning, context, or other
explanation behind it. Where participants used how components, it appears to be reflexive,
similar to the context component. These students easily incorporated how components into their
explanations as a natural part of their problem-solving process, which could be indicative of a
more expert level of problem solving. As the majority of students did not present this
component, it would seem that students are not familiar with using how components when
answering questions. The current education system relies heavily on algorithmic problems to test
understanding, but applying algorithms only requires shallow memorization and not a deeper
understanding of material (Nyachwaya et al., 2014). Therefore, more complex components of
problem-solving, such as justifying assumptions, will be underdeveloped in student problemsolving processes (Mason et al., 1997). Students often display only a surface-level
understanding of concepts as the standard algorithmic problem does not require an understanding
the information supposedly being tested (Bodner, 2015). This leads to the questions of how some
students were able to learn these expert level problem-solving processes if it was not taught to
them in general education. The answer to that question could help educate and steer other
students towards using these problem-solving components more regularly in their explanations.
5.6. Impeded Problem-Solving
When comparing the problem-solving processes of promoted and impeded students, there
were several interesting components that emerged from this analysis. In this project, “promoted”
indicates a student that successfully produced an answer to the problem, and “impeded” indicates
a student that did not successfully produce an answer to the problem. Surprisingly, the overall
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sequence of MAtCH components was quite similar between the promoted and impeded students.
Both students generally started with context and method and proceeded into theory, although the
promoted student had additional components of how and context at the end of their problemsolving process (Figure 9-10). Furthermore, both students largely used these components
reflexively, without any external issues (such as lack of information) forcing them to adopt a
different approach. Mostly reflexive problem-solving approaches could indicate familiarity or
frequency of using that specific approach, and support previous findings that students tend to
stay with one familiar problem-solving approach even in different problem types them (Bunce &
Heikken, 1986; Gabel et al., 1984; Nakhleh & Mitchell, 1993).
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Figure 9. Student Excerpt of Problem Solving (Participant 6, Question 3) to Demonstrate the Connections Between
MAtCH Components and Their Effects on Impeding Problem-Solving
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Figure 10. Student Excerpt of Problem Solving (Participant 4, Question 3) to Demonstrate the Connections Between
MAtCH Components and Their Effects on Promoting Problem-Solving
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However, while the sequence of MAtCH components and reflexive/reactive use appears
to be similar between promoted and impeded students, the major differences come from how
these students applied the MAtCH components in their problem-solving (Table 2). For example,
in the impeded student’s method, they tended to ask many questions for information from the
interviewer and seemed to lack confidence in their problem-solving (“Am I overthinking it as
usual?”). They also forgot information that they believed to be useful to answer the problem (“I
don’t remember physics”). Once time ran out, the interviewer asked the student to quickly state
what their next steps would be if there was still time, and the impeded student didn’t have a
detailed, complete plan to tackle the problem (“Debating what to do with the area, but I’d
probably get to that later”). Possibly this lack of planning for the future caused this student’s
problem-solving impedance, as the student became confused and overwhelmed with information
as they were working through the problem.
5.7. Promoted Problem-Solving
On the other hand, the promoted student seemed to have a better organized plan to solve
their problem and was able to finish their calculations and yield an answer (Figure 10). The
student had a good grasp on what equations were necessary, as well as any scientific information
they needed (such as Avogadro’s number). An interesting detail of the promoted student’s
problem-solving is that the student reduced and simplified the numbers so they could more easily
calculate the answer. This was a more reactive component of the student’s problem-solving
process, and possibly demonstrated the promoted student having more confidence in adapting to
a given situation, unlike the impeded student who became confused without being given all the
information they requested. Besides differences in utilizing the same MAtCH components, the
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promoted student also had how and context components after they calculated an answer (Figure
10). The promoted student evaluated how realistic their answer was and gave justification to
explain their decisions. For example, the student realized that measuring the mass of the
atmosphere in grams was not very realistic as it was such a small unit, but ultimately decided to
keep it in grams as it was still equivalent to the correct answer they calculated. This extra step of
evaluating and justifying was very rare among the participant pool, even compared with other
promoted students. Many students would calculate an answer and move on, so this promoted
student using the context and how components in their answer reflexively was quite interesting.
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